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, One of a series of sixteen knowledge transformation

-papers, this paper ermines the advantages -and disadvantages of
longitudinal-- studies as a Method for evaluating vocational prcgrams.
First, ,longitudinal methods are defined for the differences between
them and crots-sectional studies are established. Th0 results of a
literature search conducted on the ERIC database are provided,
showing that eighteen studies relevant to vocational education used
longitudinal methodS. Then, the importance of longitudinal data is-
-emphasized because of its role in studying the relationships'between
vocational program practices and student development. In the next
section, ways to implement longitudinal studie are discussed. The
data requirements are found to include input infer* ation on biography
and enrollment; process data, such as student prcgress and program
Characteristics; and output information on termination, initial
placement, and follow-up. The conclusion acknowledges the problems
asecCiated with such studies to be the complicated process of data
collection, the length of time involved, and the lack of prototypes
:for vocational educators to follOw. References are cited at the-end.
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Now that cators have en 'asked to account or and ,justify vocational pro-

state, and 100,31 agencies, more sophisticated,evaluatilb
techniques have become.necessary. Aa a result, vocational educaters have .ex-
`pressed concern. over identifying the most cost-effective procedure fol.. evalua-
ting246cAtional prOgrainsip spdCific situations. This paper provides.informa
Lion on the' advantages and.disadvantages ofone 'technique for evaluating voca-
tional.programs*-7-the longitudinal study. Some dxamples1 the application of
longitudinal methods to vgcational educ ion are also. e ented.

5ongitudinal Methods as 'Fools for Evaluating Vocational Educatioir is one of

series of 16 papers produced during the first year of the National Center's
knowledge' ransformation program. The 16 papers are concentrated in the four
theme areas:emphasized under the National Center contract: special needs pub-

populations,' 4ex fairness, planning, and evalukibp in vocational Wocation.
The review and synthesis of research in eech'topic area is intended to communi-
cate knowledge and suggest applications. Papers should be of interest to'ail

4/ocational.-educators,-including administrato researchers, federal agency

person101: and the National Center staff...

professidn is indebted to Dr. David J, Puce1 for his scholarship in,prepa

ing this liaper. Recognition is also due Dr. Jerome T. Kapes Texas A & M Uni-
"Versity, Dr. Laurabeth-Hicks, U. S. Office ofEducation, and Dr. Kay A. Adamg,
the National Center for Research, in Vocatonal Education, for their critical re-
view of tneamanuscript. Dr. Carol P. Kowle, research specialist,'supezvised the
publ cation of the series,- Ms. Jo-Ann Cherry coordinated editing and eduction.

1'

-Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Centtr for Research
in Vocational' Education
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NTROELICTION

NowAat educators hav been asked to account for and juhify vocational pro-
grams to fectOral,stband IOW agenAes,:the heed.f6tMore sophisticate
teclitiques for evaluatingvotational education has increased. In, the past,

deny vocational educators felt that forma4:edueationJWaS'an unnecessary bur-,
den in the -._ iation of'vocatienal education4rograms? If the success' of a,'

program could bedetermine informally, then/Mote money resources- would be
availlable,for operating Pr graMs._,This-sitUation is-now clkangin . Most voca-
tional personnel would-ag e that evaluatio whieti produces data which can be
shared- with decisions makers, is a necessa y part of the preseht -d future
operation of a program'.

The question no longer Should brie evaluate?" The qubstion ' "What types.

of procedures will be cost- f ectiVe. for evaluating Ncational programs in
'specific situations?" Thi s paper is written tp proide information concerning
the advanta es n4 9sadvantnges (:) using longitudin, methodt of evaluating'
,Vbcational e ucAtion. Same examples of the appl4c4,1 n of these methods to
vocational, ed Ation are also given. .

i

LONGITUDINAL MiTl-iCiDS

4 4

In general, longiteinal methods refer to th a used ito'g information oyes.

a Obriodof time However, much moreprecis definitiong _e available. Atcord- '

ing'fb he F c clo-edia o Educational Evaluaiion, "In a longitudinal study, re-
peated measu ements are t n of the same subjects, usually'oxer along period
of time." (Anderson et a 1975, p. 229). ,The assumption in a:pure longitu-

al evaluation is-jthat e ch of the measures taken at differeat.points in time
*Ye comparple: which 'tesuats in the term "repeated easuromentsi" IA tact,

has been suggestd thSt, in order for a4tutlyto he a true longitudinal study,
same instrUMplzmust he used to gather he informati n each time. information

)gathered? As.Andersonan assoc -tes (1975) state:. "Some purists argue, how-
Iv thht a true longitudinal study cannot toles e changes in instrumglatation

successive measures "" (r. 231). '

Itamole oe'a!pure ilmg tudinal stu in vocational education would e to fol.

up the graduates oY a vocational Horticulture prograp, o e, three nd fl
after y graduate fcomthedfp ogram. The same follow -up instrument of

used so h the same data wbuld b gat-heted each time The,basic purpose
would be'to see what'. changes occurred after one, three, and,five years. In thiS
study, thesAiTinforma;ion would be gathered from the same people eah time wi h
the sameinstOfmeht. jt would take a minimum of five years after the class gnad=
uat: to gArter 411 of the information nc essaryito determine what changes actu
uakV d occur one, three, and fi =ve year ;after-graduation.

, .

-1-
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ype of study iim contrasted with across- sectional study. A cross-
secti nays "tidy )gathers the same inforpation froM different groupsfof individll
uals who e been ,sliected because they represent dgferent stages of develop-
meat. The ata.rom these aifferviCe7ups are compared so determine what
changes occur as people or programs progees-s through different stages ofrdevelop-
ment. Far example; rather than waiting five years to gather the information
am the gliduates of the horticulture program, a grdup lit' idbividuals that- grad-

one 'year ago would be identified,lanother gfoup thategradeeted three-
years ago would,be identified, and another group that.graduatelliTiVe years agy
wodld be identified: These individuals would be administered the same follow-
up instrument at the sa-mtime and the results would be compared to determine
what changes. were experiehced by graduates one,

il

t ree, and five years after
-graduatipn.

There are advent gs,and disadvantages. to each of these types of proced
The. major advantage o the longitudinal study is that the same group is _ue-
veyed over differept periods of time. fhe group is the same .11kaoe the,data.

-tare actually gathered from the same individuals each time. &major dishavan-
tage is that wAongitudinai study requires a long period of time before all
-of the iiledrmation is gathered far analysis -and cision making,, Many times
program opetion decisions ,cannOtwaitth#t rong. Another disadvantage,/ par-
ticuIarik if test data are being gathered, is that the same group of pivo-
see:lhe same instrument over and over again and,may get higher scores as me
Trogrlesses because of familiarity withfherinstrumerit.0

The advantage of a cross - sectional study is that it c _,be accomplilhed wittith
a shofter period of time.. All'of the information 'can _e-gathered at the same
point in time because it-is gatherfd-from different groups of individuals,:The
Major disadvantage, however, is that one must assume that thedata gathered at
the same time from different groups of individuals` who represent-cliff-rent'

;
stages of deVelopment are equivalent to data gatheredfrom,the same group.of!
eQple at the same stages of development. Many timest.hig,assumption is diffik'
ult to make.

For example,, is it reasonable to asslime.that decisioe_ made from daata.sathered
from a graduating tlaSS'one, three,(Ohd five years j'ter: Will be the same as
deeisions made if,the same data ,are 'gather'e0jrom different groups of graduates
one, -three, and rive years later? Differences bete en the one, three,,ind five
year data in the first ease can be attributed to changes that occurred over'

..

time. Differences,between theone, three, and five year data in thesecond'ease
may he attributed

,
to differences in the groups of indiiiduals oni which the

data were gathered (One, three,/and five year graduates -and/ changes that
may have occurred over time. t'''

,

As can be seen-from the'example.sfabove both the longitudinal and cross-sectional
evaluation signs take into account alinge over a perrbd of)time. They are
viewed as d lopment,pvaluation designs, b kise they .examine the developmenE,_
of some situation over time. Both of th e,se types of studies can be contrasted
with "one- shot" evaluation. That type of study is' the one most often used by

\
\if
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vocational educators in conducting follow-upg and other descriptive studies.
The graduates of the horticulture program would he followed up one year after
graduaticin and the resulti described without examining what happened to these
individuals over different periods of time. Another example we be.to.Fting
and reporting'tht number of people entering a program.

Both the 19ngitudinal.and cross-sectional designs have'limited-uses in evalu4
acing vocational education when used in their pure forms. They are prfmarily
designed to examine individuals, programs, or other phenomena to determine
development or lack of development over time. Used in this way, their primary
use would be to answer questions-like the following:

e #

1.- What changeS occur in the employment' situations of graduates
as they develop their careers ? -.

'2. What fack.ors influence student choice's as they mature?

'3. How do the skill levels of students change uu- h increased
amounts, of instruction?

:These questions represent-the many types of questions
order to evaluate and improve vocational programming.

need to be asked

Other primajy concerns of vocational educators are t'o dgtermine the relative
efficiency or comparable performance of programs, or to identify facOrs
jeading to success of students. Thei4fore/this paper 'addresses longitudinal
e hods ,from a much broader persperctive than that of a pure longitudinal evalua--

Lion,

Longitudinal methods are treated here=as tools that would be useful in gath2
ering information from the same individuals or programs over time without the
restriction that the information must be gathered with the same ,instrument or
be Cpparable information. Longitudinal methods in this paper are viewed as
invofting the develbpment and analysis of a,data base over time that pertains
to a given, individual, class, program, s-ool, or other unit that one wi.shes
to evaluate. The use of this definition 11(414S. for the examination of rela-
tionships between different types of info- ation thaVcan be gathered\about
A particular individual or program. For example, a decision maker might be
interested'in the relationship between-the aleridal aptitude of students enter-

,----

ing a secretarial program prior to taking part in the vocational program and
1,heiremploymet supervisors' ratings of performance after they graduate from
theprogram. In order to address. this question, it would be necessary to
gather the clerical aptitude information from individuals hefore`they ester
the program and to gathn%(the supervisor evalmktion-s' after graduation. Although
these two typies of inforAtion are quite different,, in order to study the rela-
tionship between them, ,it would be necessa tb gather information from the
same individi ua4 at varying points in trime-

, ,-.
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. LITER060 REVIEW

An ERIC search was conducted to identify studies which used longitudinal meth
eds. The abstracts of mato, studies were reviewed. Only eighteen atudida could .

be identified. which apparently utilized longitudinal. methods thateWould have
relevance to evaluation problems faced bwipeati9nal educators./ Of these, one
study used the pure_ _form of the longitudl method described earlier, in only
one section. This study undertook to follow-up 'the total ninth grade classes.
of three medium-Siied Pennsylvania school districts for a period of ten years
(Kapes et al., 1974). A wide variety of psychological tests,grades,,and
school success information were gathered on the same students-repeatedly as
they progressed through their high school programs; The data collected were
then.pnalyzN to determine changes in the students over periods of time land to
see if the changiu,inthe students were affected by the types of programs in

`.,'which they era-bard and other variables. Data were also used to examine rela-
tionships between different types of dhta such as what Ikactors might be related
to dropping out of a program as contrasted with successful completion of% pro-
gram.

4
Another study whi8h(co ected truly longitudinal data for three consecutive
years was Proj&t'LONGLTET (The Longitudinal Stud)? of Educational Practices)
which attempted to evaluate, different developmental projects aimed at increas:
ing language and math skills. Coles and associates (1976) stated that "The

i general emphasisof Project LONGSTEP was on the identificdtion of Change's in
student achicevement that occurred as ,a result -of intensive educional ihnova2.
tion" (p. -vi). It was designed to idlate four ba'sic categorieg of data home
background, initiaachievementlIstatus, educational treatment,. and teacher
characteristics / to posttest performance. 'Altnough the studygathere4 some
of She data from the same individuals'over a period of time, the dhta were not
used as muck to look.at changes over-time as'to determine relationships between

.types of data using correlation and regression techniques.
\

The .tWo pre0ous studies were the only two identified which ininidially conformed
in part to the strict definition of a longitudinal study. The other studies
identified in erature as referred longitudinal studies used the more

defi discussed rearlier.

Jne of these was a Career Thresholds study. conducted by Herbert S. Parnes and
associates at the Center for Human Resource Research at The Ohio State University
(Parnes et al., 1971). The study was designed to gather data on four subsets of
the popwlation: men forty-five to fifty-nine years of age, women thirty to.forty-
four-years of age, young men fourteen to twenty-four years of age,',and young wo-
men fourteen to twenty-four yetts of age. The data were then analyzed for each
group irk an attempt to identify characteristics that appear tohe important in
explaining variations in labor market experience.

Another example of such a study is the Nurse Career Pattern Study (Knopf, 1975).
Th`e data were gathered from people who entered schools preparing registered
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n 196, 1965, and 1967,. The rationale for selecting 1Vngitudinal meth=
ds was similar to the underlying 'rationale .uses by many resedfcherl. Knopf .

97S) found .that!qt was erected through following and surveying the
same cohorts over a period of yearS a better picture of nursing student i and:,
graduateS could be obtained than would -be possible brother methods"
Cullectinglpf4mation on the.same.individuals over a period oftivie eliminated
the need to assume that the peop -1 frowwhom'the information waS gathered weie
similar. They were nut only similar,- they were identical.- Rarely can one go,_
back lo historical datastored in existing records to identify all of the infor-
mation needed to classify individpals into groups for comparison. In a.study-
deSigned to obtain information from the same individuals over a period of time,
criterion data can be gathered to compare gignips, Data can also be-gathered .

which allow the members of the population being studied to.be subdivided.into
samples for the,,stridy of questions of interest-. For example, in the case of
of the Nurse- Career Pattern Study, biographiCal data were gathered on the
dents as they progressed through the program. Lateri when it wAs determined
which students_ graduated and which studelitts withdrew the two groups Could be
compared on the origiAl bioglaphicalApja, Using data such as these, it, would
he possible to divide groups according to some biggraphiCal characteristics and
thep to determine. how many of each group withdrew -or dropped oLit at a later date.

A similar rationale wasincorporated'into a six-year study-Of p'otential. counsel-
ing aids for vocational students at the postsecondarli, level. PrVject MINISCORE
was conducted in the state-of Minnesota over a peril of six years and funded
by the U.S. Office of Education (Nelson and Pucel; 1972).` A datli base, includ-
ing biographical information and test information,uponapplicatiolowas dexel-
6ped on approximately 15,000 students who applied for admission to the -area

- vocational-technical schools of Minnesota. These individuals were then'followed
through their educational programs to determine which'students were admitted or
not admitted a d which students successfully graduated or withdrew from programs.
One year after,graduation,.those people who graduated apd their employers were ,

followed up o_ the job. It was, then possible to-study the relationships between
the test data and other,charactjristics of students upon application and their
success'rates after completing programs."4' In addition, because the data base
existed, numerous studies' of interest to vocational eduedtors in Minnesota were
conducted.

Studies suci as the Career Thresholds Study, the,Nurse Career Pattern Study, and
Project MINISCORT, seem to he the most useful applications Of the longitudinal
method to vocational education. It does not appear practical to restrict 1460
of longitudinal^Methoto those stud ids that gather the ,arse information on .-

;the same group of individuals using the same instrum9its usher A pc rod of time.
A luoader perspective would he 'to gather.informatien,of'interest rom the same
individuals over time whether or not it is necessarily the ident 4,1 informatiom
and then to examine relationships among those data.'

In addition to the ktrrdies reported 'iove there are a number of classic ongi-
tudinal studies whftli-Mhoil.Pd be me6tioued because they do, pi-oyide information on

techniques which may be applicable to studying vocational ,education. The major
goal of these studies'was to uncover relationShips between thecharacteri
and histories of people and their careerdevelopment.,
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One of the earliest studies was' begun by Lel
TheWm' The-studygathere&data ,400 gifti

lathered follow -up data em these same children in 11
'AThis study was aimed at being able to better undersl
gift d children.

In id E: Super" an his associates deserib(
search csndUcted diring the ,Career Pattern Study ESL

study gathered longitudinal informatien telated to Y
group of ninth grade boys.froM the time they were fe
-they 'were thirty -fi*. The basic purpose was .to fund
of-vocational development.

Another weji -known classic longitudinal study was;Pr
Cooley, 1966). This study was primarily concerned w

career development-6f American youth. Information w
-sample of 400,000 ninth through` twelfth grade studen
of educational-psychological tests and inventories.
sought betwedn these data on the students and/their
havior after high school:

L

VOCATIOWAL EDUCATION DATA AND
LONGITUDINAL METHODS

In the final analsis, appears that the basic purl
is'to provide educational RrogramS that will assist
ment of employmOnt relatedskills amd attitudes, Tho

oany vocation 1 education evaluation system must bi
grams have the sired impact on students. Consequei
grams become the central focus of data gathering. D
ine relationships between stuient characteristics anc
teristics of the ptfogram.'' In this way it becomes po!
of program practices brliyg, about -the desired outcome!

Longitudinal methodsteeome important in` the study of
vocational' program practiCes and student development.
the relationships between.students and programs uniet-
on the same students agd progra6s over time,

0

It is theoretically possible to setup experimental .d
mental and control groups and to-randotly assigngstud
practices whidh do NI require longitudinal data. lie

rarely possible.- It Would not make sense for a vocat
students to'programs at random,.and it costs mOney'to
from control groups that arc not-actually, taking :pant

It is also possible to identify groups of udents an
or thought earlier and to relAte that to their presen
people employ'edin unreilted occopatrons after'gradua

'Or0 *
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and asked, what their uccupat Iona l goal-upon entering the pro'am was in ,order to
determine if the occupations they entered are the ones they desired'. At the s me

e'tim,,the:resuits of such questioning are not always iiceUrate. 'Looking back

not give the,sarlie results as would have been obtaihed if students were, asked that

question'Whenthey entered the.program. Students might try to rationalize the
occupations they actually entered by staying theare the ones they originally
wished to enter even though they originiLly. did nbt feel that way.

Another
r
roblem of havilig students look back is 'that certain data of interest

might not 5e obtainable,- For example, if one were interested friThow many techni-
cal skills welders gained from a program, it would not be possible tb determine
,how much skill they had when'they,entered a program if that data were not col-
lected at the time of entry.

Gathering and storing longitudinal data in ways that allow them to he identified
with a particular student aildws for the use of methods that eliminate these and
other problems. llowever, other problems do arise. For instance, if students are
not. assigned randomly to programs and educational practices, it is not possible to

sulk ilrrrrrt CAHSA1 :relationships, Although this is a limitation, it still is poss4-

bh: correlational and other statistical techniques to examine relationships.

The storage the data and the development of a continuing student or program

record over time is anotheriproblem of longitudinal data: If the longitudinal

data are to he useful , they must he stored in a composite record for each studont
and updated as more data become available ea that student or the program in which
he or she is enrolled, for only if the relatiionship is estahliithed betwoeu a
particular student and the student's program can the statistical and analytical
procedures which make longitudinal methods-powerful tools he reali2ed.

IMPLEMENTING LONGITUDINAL METHODS

As was pointed out earl icr, the primary factor in implementing longitudinal meth=

oils is the availability of lata gathered on the same individuals and their pro-
grams over a period of time. This allows for the investigation of relationships
among information ohtained on individuals and their programs as they progress
through vocational programs, Currently, most vocational schools have the sic
information necessary to create a longitudinal data base available to them, How=
everthis information is stored in many different forms and locations, For
example, student application information is stored with those people who COHILI!'l
And admit students to the vocational school, Budgetingr, information i stored

ed 111 filewith the administrative offices. Student progress Information is ii

of transcripts. Placement and to! low -rip information is foinnl in a lietv cif= lo-

cations depending upon whether instructors keep the information or red

in a central source, Thu SAW condition also tends to exist with lata r.irl lectecl

by state and` federal

'lire man( r prohlem in the pl near ion of !MI ttodli,11 art th r lr, lo the mive. st ilt rt ion

of vocati onal programs is that of gathering the information on individuals ani

their pro rams from many 'a cOnVert into, I t fonm allowing

-7-
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investigation,_pf relationships. Few people can obtain the data from this
of disjointed data system to apply longitudinal methods.

What are some possible solution's? The first step in developing aiblongitudinal
data base is the development of'a cross-referencing system that will allow in-
formation on a particular student to be referenced relative to that student,
and information concerning -a particular program to be:referenced relative to
that program. This would allow the application information on a student to he,
readily related to the follow-up information gathered later. , Each program in
a school would also contain identification information that would allow For sit-
uations as relating cost. associated with a program to other information avail-r
able on that same program. The link between the information. on students and
their programs would he simple. Part of the students' records would he the
program in which they are enrolled and that could he indicated by the program
identification information. Afterwards, one system would he developed to 'iden-
tify l of the information on a particular student and another to identify all
information on a particular program. r1. file organization system would allow
investigators to enter different i des of information on programs, find info,f

mat ion on the same program, enter different files'of information,on the same-
student, and find information on the student. These systems still would he
mechanical systems of physically filing' records and then' gathering inforpiation
from records. Although this would he a substantial improvement over the cur-
rent situation where it is virtually impossible to sindex various types
of information on students or programs, it would still he cumbersome.

4
The ne\t phase of making. the 'system more sophisticated would ,le to develop a
computerized storage system. The,first stage of this process is the conver-
sion of all of the information to a numerical coding system for a computer.
Students and programs are usually assigned identification numbers. Each type
of information to he 'stored is categorized and coded. For example, to identify
the instructional styles of programs one would ask the question-, "What are the
various categories that might. he used to describe the instructional style used

in a prograii?" If five steps are identified, they would each he given a code
number that can be stored in a computer. Although this-sounGs mpl, it is

A Very complicated procedare because it is not easy to find systems, that per-
,

mit the,4description of some of the that are used in edue atiom. Many
tim s these systems must be-createc . Some prototype coding systems have been
developed for some of the variables of interest to vocational education as
people have begun to levelop,management information systems in vocational edu-
cation. Some example. systems are included in Project Baseline (Lee, 1972),

the Minnesota Vocational Follow-Up System (Neel, 1977)), (,klahoma's management
information system, and the National Voc-ational Education Data System (VEDS)
(VEDSTeclinical Aistance Work_shopMamaj, I978).

the numerical data codes are ci.eat'd for the program and student data,
data on each program and student are stored in a computer or in some _

storage that can be computer input, . Computers can easily store and access all
of the information on A particular individual and can group tl it Informition
together as long the information available on a particular student or pro-
gram ha!-; the same identific'atlon number OH all records. Dato !-stored in a com-

puter hecome-T, A readily acce;';ible data bra se thal crin he used to examine rela-

t knish i amoi var i type : n rma t ion

-8-
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To this point an_ ideal system Jii. been described fdr implementing longi udinal
methods. Manyadministrators feel 'tha hey do not need all of the information
on all students in order to meet federal and state compliance reports.er to pro-
vide adequSte descriptions of what is occurring within their schools, districts,
or states. They argue that a sampling approach can be used to gather the infor-
mation which greatly reduces e amount of effort and resources needed to gather,-
analyze, and store the information. This is a legitimate argument, but if the
information system is well-planned, it shoulaile possible to-sample a group of
people upon Admission to programs and then to ut-i-l-i-zethat same sample as they
progres through the vocational programs, including tne-postgraduation follow--
up. Using this, approach, the information would still be gatn-eTvon samples,
but all 'of the information would be gathered on the same samples, Wtileh would
allow for studying interrelationships among the'various tynes of information.
The current approach used by most schools, districts, and states is to draw' ---
separate sample for each type of information neecfed. It is' easier to draw a

sample from the group of people that are available at 1 particular point in
time and then to report information on that group, than it is to try to keep
track of information on a particular group of individuals over a long neriod
of- time. ' The latter approach requires ke'eping better records on individuals
and deLermining what happens to each iftember of the original sample. Ilmievm
if all of the various types of information required arc gathered on the same

'sample Wngitudinal methods can be applied to those data.

Some of the general types o f statistic al procedures that are used with long it u-
distal data should he mentioned. Data contained in a longitudinal data hasi,
generally are analyzed using some forM of regression or correlational analysis.
That is,one reason for storing information in numerical cede. Other techniques,

can he used to examine differences between groups on the same-types of infor-
mation, but certain assumptions have to he made about the equivalence of the
groups that- are to he compared. Rarely tan vocational educators use random
sampling procedures that underlie the assumptions for most between group tests.
However, with the types of information that can he included in a longitudinal
data hire, one ,:an attempt to obtain essentially equal groups by matching many
characteristics of the groups to he studied. Many researchers feel that matched
groups provide a reasonable hasls for using toeliniques such analysi of vari-

ance, chl-quare An And other between- group comparion tochnique even

though otme of the sampling imptions rave not met.

BASIC DATA REQUIREMENTS

What types of data ThouldOe gathered for longitudinal methods in evaluating
vocational education?, Tite7 primary, types of data should pertain to student!-;

and programs. In the review of the Ilterature, 311 effort was made to identify
those data elements that seemed to appear consisteutly among various follow-
.up and evaluation systems in vocational education. In order to identify a
structure for the types of data, the literiture was reviewed in t(,rms of the
classifications of. data provided in The Minnesota Vocational Follow-Up System:
Rationale_ and Methods (Pucci, 1973) This document listed major categories of
data that might he useful To voratirin,il educators in planning and evaluation.
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If data were identified t§ the literature that were not contained in those
classifications, the c sification system MAS expanded, The basic categories
of data elements are'prsented in Table IT, "Basic Longitudinal Student and Pr9-
gram

r
Data." They areXdivided into three me or types of informal/ton: () input,

(2) program process,:and (3) output.

Most of the data shown are.obtained from students as they progress through a
vocational progra0. The only program characteristic information included is
the' description of the nature of the instructional program actually being de-
livered to students. There are additional program characteristic data that
could be gathered concerning the planning and operation of thq total school
which could be related to an instructional Program. Examples include the type
of admission procedures that are used to'enroll-students and the amount of re-
sources available for student admissions, or the hiring policies for staffing
instructional programs. Such information has not-been included sincettit does
not relate directly to the instructional interaction between the students and

tl the program which is preparing students to enter the world of work. Also, types
of information that allow one to define the context within which vocational
programs are conducted, such as labor market demand and economic condition of
the country', are nut included. Howevd, it should he recognized that any total
information system should include these types of informaribn.

Input Data

As shown in Tables I and -II, input information includes both biographical and
enrollment information. The primary purpose of this information is to describe
the student population. and to provide data concerning the enrollment of stu-
dents in vocational programs,"

These two types of infotiiration are usually, gathered t one two- different
points in time. If one is interested its the nature of,all applicants, the
biographical information is gathered at the time of application, and enrollment
information is gathered when those accepted enroll. If information is only de-
sired on those who enroll, both types of information are gathered at enroll-
ment. There arc a number of advantages,to gathering information on all appli
cants in a longitudinal system. For example, it makes it possible to compare
those-who are accepted with those who arc not, or to identify applicants who
were not accepted in order to compare later job success of those who took part,
in vocational education with those who did not.

Biographical Information

Biographigal data can he divided into four subcategories: (1) identification
information, (2) categorical information, (3) history information, and (4) test
information. Identification information allows for the identification of a
particular individual and also provides information which might he useful in
identifying or 1(Tcating that pers9n in the future. As can be seen from Table

I, this type of information generally includes items such as Social Security
number,. name, permanVnt address, telephone number, parent or guardian name,
parent or guardian address, and parent or guardian telephone number.

-10-
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t'ategorical information provides ,a :basis for categorizing student_ 1.Zrfuture

reporting t(7) state, federal, and local governments or for sampling for other v

studies. For example, if a question arose concerning the differences la-qween.
the perCentages of males and females who graduated versus those who with rew
from a

and

program, it would be nege-ssary to know which students ere .

male and which were female. In that sr a ion, the essential piece of cate-
gorical information would he the sex p the student. Some types of`44.:ategorical

information are -age, sex, marital status, annual income of household, - lumber of-

people living household, ethnic background, and types of handicaps.

c.

History information provides information ca the background of the students.
Generally, in vocational education these data elements relate to prior educa-
tional and work history. ThiS information can be used to determine what an
individual haS clone rn the past that might be related to .future performance:
When included in a longitudinal data base, it allows one to study questions
like, "Does prior work experience lira vocational area have an effect on a
person's success in vocational-education in that area?"

Another major category of biographical in mation pertains tg an individual's
-instructional readiness toenter vocational programs. This information is-of-
ten referred to as "test-data" since it is sUally gathered\ith)formal assess-
ment instruments. However, the intent is tdetermine instructional readiness.
The major purpose for gathering this information is to assess an individual's
potential for success in educational programming:' It usually attempts to iden-
tify interests, prior skill devOopment in the area of training, and basic
scholastic achievement in areas such- as reading,. writing, and arithmetic. When
included in a longitudinal data base, these data allow one to study questions
like "What types of special needs support are needtd by students who enter pro-
grams with parti levels of instructional readiness?" anc "What is the like

tihood (

levels

.access in a particular vocational program ofyeopld yho have various
isic learnil-

Enrollment Information

l...nro lment infornatiotr is used to describe he program in which a student
enrolls. It includes information such as whether an individual who applied
for admission to a particular program was accepted, the program in which the
person enrolled, and the program starting date. To a large extent the en-
rollment information can also be considered categorical information because
it is used to identify enrollment categories of entering students and appli-
cants. When included in a longittSatl data base these data allow one to

1
study questions like "Are there cifferenccs in the vocational program successes
of people who enter programs - different times of the year?" or "Do graduates
of different programs expeilence differentes of success?"

The enrollment information t id i t ion biographical informationinform ttion al ow

of the student upon entering the vocational program,' They
identirication of samples of interest so thNe certain
he studied 4nd are useful in the prel-rarrartion of federal,

for a description
permit the future
relationships can
state, and local repo
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a It

A m e detailed deser4i0on ofothese characteristi;s will-enabq a.moi'e de-
4aileililnvtigaiion of what factdrs lead tc; successful programs. Examples of

these data include inPimation on p ofessional resources, capital expenditures-,-
cqrricurum style, progfam conterit,.instructIonal activities and'mat-erials,
special needs resourcs and-adminis fative style. ,

!%

. , i

-. , . .
:-,---11

,

When progiam:haracterfseic liqformation is included in a longitudinal, dAta jpa$e

it is paSsple to study questions like 'at type of curriculum style is most
effective 'n teachihg a plrticular type of student in_a particular vecation'al
-program?" br "What differences are there in the costs of assist] a special

needs stu4ent through a vocational program as cpmparedwith otUer 'students?" -

Ovtp

) .

The third major cAxegory. of daia,thiltshould'be included in' a longitudinal data.
base is output da

)

. -Ai indicated in Table IT., output data can be clasOfaje "

into three types; ,X4) termination data, T2) initial placement data, and (3)

f011ow-up data. These data arc Used to desLribe,0w,student'leave a program

r
and what happens to them after they leave. Output data have been athered q
vocavional educzJaci, for many years to satisfy local,rstate; and federal, re=.
qui ements. however, few school's have gathered it in, a longitudinal manner

so all three ty,croiLyaf thtahave not been gathered on' the same individuals and

thereferetheyOhnot h' elated to one another.

Termination Information-0

*.Termination informatiOn describes ow an individual exits horn a vocational pro-

gram. Those wOUPenr11 in vocational programs usually exit in one of three
ways: (1) graduation,. (2) withdrawal, or (3) completion:of a raining objective

without graduating. Most vocational educators consider an.individual as having
compietea a training objective when that persoh completes a previously deter-
mined seat of goals without completing all of the requirements necessary for
graddption. One rohlem facing vocational educators when collecting termina-
tion information is setting up a clear set of rules for defining when an indivi-
dual atually completes a training objective or withdraws.

: When termination information is included in a longitudinal data base it allows
-'one to s'ttidy questions like ''mint types of students tend to successfillly grad-
uate from a vocational program?" o'i- "What types of curriculum styles lead to

certain types of special needs 'students successfully graduating from vocat,ional

ProgTams"P.. J
4

s

Initial Placement Information

Initial placement information includes ;1 description o:' whether grat.hiates of
vocational programs were employed after graduation and whether they were employed

in related occupation-s, Recently some people have Nq=i0 begun to inLlude intor- ,

r-A
'mation Oil the length of time it take A perSOnPto gain employment, particularly

)related emplo eymnt nI tH l placement data have been gathered or many year

-15-
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.z .

as part-of 1p _al eompli/ance,fequiraMents for,the funding of
vocational p been the major type of,inforMation used to ludge.
s.illether\1 students Ming primary goal- ofCvocational,-educatipp, obtaining

.

jobs in p.aahtng'rpt4ted'occupations. However, these datd have been gathered
basically asdescr4tive7"-one-sho " .information and }lave not been gathered or

;:t.c

stored with,the'ideaofaialyzin the proCess of vocational education leading,,
to successful pracdtrient. Most V- rational schqols tcannot currently relate the
placement.or nonplacement of students to other data -which they previously
gathered about a student and the prol raan. , If filaCtKrient-intormation!could be

related to other data, vocational' e_ tor!.; could stud questions like ."What
educational program characteris,tics -tudent charatteristics of 6-aduates
lead to high placement: rates?"

Also, such information has Been largely restricted to information gathered from
graduates of vocational programs. ]his does not allow for a comparison of the
affect's of vocational education onithe empoyment potential of individuals. In

order tQ study that problem, data must he gathered from applicants who were _

enrolled in vocational programs as well as people who .enrolled but did not grad:
uate froquthe programs. The current inability to answer, important questions
concerning vocational educatron from initial placement data suggests the impot-
tance of Its inclusion in a longitudinal data base so dnterrelationships can be
studied.

Follow - p Information

Follow-up information is usually considered by cational educators to be
information gathered on*graduates of a program,st some point after they have
left the program. Some educators consider iniltial placemeth inf rmktiori to
be follow-up information, but for purposes of this paper it is treated sepa-
rately. Follow-up, as defined here; relates to gathering inform Lion from
indiviaNals after they have,had-time to develop a postgraduation work history

. .of six months.

Many types of follow-up data can be gathered and classified in numerous ways.
In this paper the follow-kip data have been classified into four/major types:
(1) employment history, (2) current employment status, .(3) graduate judgments

of training program based on job experience, and (4) employer evaloafion of
performance. These categurqes represent minor modifications of the elaSsifi-
cation system presented in The Minnesota Vocational Follow -U= S-- -stem; Rationale

aildAthod (Pucef, 1973, p. 53). That system is presented in "possible Organi-
zation of the Follow-Up Information'Obtained frisle4raduates and Their Employers"
(see Table III) which indiAtes the ypes of inforMation that might he included
in each of the four major categories. To be most useful, themeg data should be

Itincluded in a longitudinal daTa base. If the follow-up data ar -, included in

a longitudinal. data base they allow one to .study qUestions like "Whdt type:-;
program characteristics tend to lead to improved employer evaluations of tli

performance of program groduatc-9"
-,5,

=1
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SUMMARY

Based on aa.eview of the. literature, it is aPparentthatrfew vocational
tors have attempted.tO apply longitudinal methods in the past.- However, .longi-
tudinal methods do appear. to be very.mseful, techniques in the 'study of many of
the questions currently being asked by.thecritic,s and the funders of-voca-
tional programs. If longitudinal methods -re used appropr ely, Auestions
such as the, following limy he asked:

1. Does vocational cdu&ition make a differ_ 7e?,

2. What program practices increase the possible success of vocational
graduates?

3. What are the additional costs of preparing special needs students?

%L...f4These questions, a w .1] as many others can he dressed a straightforward
manner. In addit.an, they can be used to deVeloP longitudiima data bases whio11
would provide the infoviation for many of the state-, federal, and local report's
on vocational edlication/

There are drawbacks to the use of these methods, however. The development--
a longitudinal "data base which could support ,the use of, longitudinal mcithods.
requires the gathering of information on the same individuals or pro& ams over'
a period of time and the storage of that information. This complica? s -the
data gathering processes which are being used by vocational educators today.'
Most vocational'educators currently conduct descriptive studies aimed at col-
lecting information needed to meet reporting requirements`. Little-attempt is
made to relate one type of information to another. However, even though the
data gathering processes associated with longitudinal methods are more compli-.
cated than currently utilized procedures, a well developed longitudinal systhm
would facilitate tiul gencilation of data for vocational education decision mak-
ing and reporting.

If longitudinal d bases were iener ted on a continual hasis, the basic
loan of length of time associated with he use of longitudinal methodolog'
Lyould be eliminated. If the relevant data were gathered on a continual hasis,
it would be possible to ask questio.0 and to investigate relationships using
data continually available in a. longitudinal Jata hose rather than having, to

for an extended period of time to gather all of the necessary informhtion.
This would make it more feasible to address questions about relationships he-
tweenchanges in vocational programs and effects on ntudent

Ira order for VOCjtl-Orlal education choolso chool districts`, or state depart-

ments to utilize longitudinal methods to to 1.4lvantage, they will need proto-,

type systems which they can implement or m y. Although some of the tech-

niques discussed in this, paper can he impl -Ited by educators f.ami liar with

the development of educatioi dath systems, most education agencies do not

have personnel that could dc op those systems. However, with prototypqs

many could he implemeifted with assistance of local and statewide computing

stems. It i, recommended that resources he made available to develop proto.

type systems which can he quickly implemented by vocational education institu-
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